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Abstract
We propose a new geometric approach to describe the qualitative dynam-
ics of chemical reactions networks. By this method we identify metastable
regimes, defined as low dimensional regions of the phase space close to which
the dynamics is much slower compared to the rest of the phase space. Given
the network topology and the orders of magnitude of kinetic parameters, the
number of such metastable regimes is finite. The dynamics of the network can
be described as a sequence of jumps from one metastable regime to another.
We show that a geometrically computed connectivity graph restricts the set of
possible jumps. We also provide finite state machine (Markov chain) models
for such dynamic changes. Applied to signal transduction models, our ap-
proach unravels dynamical and functional capacities of signaling pathways,
as well as parameters responsible for specificity of the pathway response. In
particular, for a model of TGFβ signalling, we find that the ratio of TGFBR1
to TGFBR2 concentrations can be used to discriminate between metastable
regimes. Using expression data from the NCI60 panel of human tumor cell
lines, we show that aggressive and non-aggressive tumour cell lines function
in different metastable regimes and can be distinguished by measuring the
relative concentrations of receptors of the two types.
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1 Introduction
Networks of biochemical reactions are used in computational biology as mod-
els of signaling, metabolism, and gene regulation. For various applications it
is important to understand how the dynamics of these models depend on in-
ternal parameters, initial data and environment variables. Traditionally, the
dynamics of biochemical networks is studied in the framework of chemical
kinetics that can be either deterministic (ordinary differential equations) or
stochastic (continuous time Markov processes). In order to cope with quali-
tative data, boolean or multi-valued networks are used instead of continuous
models. Large network models have as major inconvenience the difficulty
to analyse and classify their possible dynamic behaviors. For instance, the
number of states of multi-valued networks with m levels (boolean networks
correspond to m = 2) is mn, which generates exponential complexity of the
phase space exploration.
In this paper we propose a new method for model analysis that uses coarse
grained descriptions of continuous dynamics as discrete automata defined on
finite states. These states will not be obtained by discretization of network
variables, but by discretization of collective modes describing possible co-
ordinated activity of several variables. For large networks with ordinary
differential equations dynamics and multiple timescales it is reasonable to
consider the following property: a typical trajectory consists in a succession
of qualitatively different slow segments separated by faster transitions. The
slow segments, generally called metastable states or regimes, can be of sev-
eral types such as attractive invariant manifolds [9], Milnor attractors [25] or
saddle connections [24]. The notion of metastability generalizes the notion
of attractor. Like in the case of attractors, distant parts of the system can
have have coordinated activity for metastability. This coordination can be
abstractly represented by the proximity to a lower dimension hypersurface
in the phase space. A system remains in the proximity of an attractor after
entering its basin of attraction, but can leave a metastable regime after a
more or less long time. As illustrated in Fig.1 several such transitions can
happen successively. This phenomenon, called itinerancy received particular
attention in neuroscience [37]. We believe that similar phenomena occur in
molecular biology for chemical reaction networks. A simple example sustain-
ing this picture is the set of bifurcations of metastable states guiding the
orderly progression of the cell cycle [20]. In such models, biological distinct
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stages such as interphase and mitosis correspond to relatively slow segments
of the dynamics and are separated by fast transitions. During these stages,
several biochemical variables have coordinated activity.
We will use tropical geometry methods to compute metastable dynamic
regimes of chemical reaction networks with polynomial or rational kinetic
laws. Tropical methods [14, 16], also known as idempotent or max-plus
algebras due their name to the fact that one of the pioneer of the field,
Imre Simon, was Brazilian. These methods found numerous applications
to computer science [34], physics [14], railway traffic [2], and statistics [22].
Recently we have applied these methods to model order reduction [20, 21, 26,
30]. In these works we have used tropical methods to rank monomial terms
into rate vectors according to their orders of magnitude and to identify lowest
order, dominant terms. When there is only one dominant term or when
the dominant terms have all the same sign, the dynamics is fast and the
system tends rapidly towards a region in phase space where at least two
dominant terms of opposite signs are equilibrated. We have called the latter
situation tropical equilibration. In this paper, we use tropical equilibrations
to identify metastable dynamic regimes of chemical reaction networks. We
show that tropical equilibrations can be grouped into branches and describe
the qualitative network dynamics as a sequence of transitions from one branch
to another. The complexity of the qualitative dynamics depends on the
number of branches. Therefore, we would like to know how this number
depends on the number of chemical species. Although there are theoretical
results suggesting that the number of branches should be small, these results
are valid in the average in the probabilistic space of all the models. In order
to test this property numerically we will compute the branches for a large
collection of models of the Biomodels database.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the second section we intro-
duce the branches of tropical equilibrations and discuss briefly how they can
be calculated. In the third section we apply the computation of branches
to models in the Biomodels database. In the forth section we propose an
algorithm to learn Markov state models defined on branches of tropical equi-
librations. In the fifth section we apply the method to a model of TGFβ
signaling and show how the analysis can be used to interpret biological data.
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Figure 1: Abstract representation of metastability as itinerant trajectory in a
patchy phase space landscape. Dominant vector fields (red arrows) confine the
trajectory to low dimensional patches on which act weak uncompensated vector
fields (blue arrows). A typical trajectory contains slow segments within patches
where dominant vector fields cancel, and transitions between patches in the fast
direction of uncancelled dominant vector fields. Continuous (but non smooth)
connections are also possible, corresponding to role reversal between dominant
and dominated vector fields. The term crazy-quilt was coined to describe such a
patchy landscape [6].
2 Tropical equilibrations of chemical reactions
networks with polynomial rate functions
In this section we introduce the main concepts relating geometry and dy-
namics.
We consider chemical reaction networks described by mass action kinetics
dxi
dt
=
∑
j
kjSijx
αj , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (1)
where kj > 0 are kinetic constants, xi are variable concentrations, Sij ∈ Z
are the integer entries of the stoichiometric matrix, αj = (α
j
1, . . . , α
j
n) are
multi-indices, and xαj = x
αj1
1 . . . x
αjn
n , where α
j
i are positive integers.
For our reasonings, we can replace the exact values of parameters by their
orders of magnitude. Usually, orders of magnitude are approximations of the
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parameters by integer powers of ten and serve for rough comparisons. Our
definition of orders of magnitude is based on the equation kj = k¯jε
γj , where
 is a small positive number. The exponents γj are considered to be integer
or rational. For instance, the approximation
γj = round(log(kj)/ log(ε)), (2)
produces integer exponents, whereas γj = round(d log(kj)/ log(ε))/d pro-
duces rational exponents, where round stands for the closest integer (with
half-integers rounded to even numbers) and d is a strictly positive integer.
When  = 1/10, our definition provides the usual decimal orders.
Kinetic parameters are fixed. In contrast, species orders vary in time
and have to be computed. To this aim, the species concentrations are first
represented by orders of magnitude defined as
aj = log(xj)/ log(ε). (3)
Because log(ε) < 0, Eq.(3) means that species orders and concentrations are
anti-correlated (large orders mean small concentrations and vice versa).
Then, network dynamics is described by a rescaled ODE system
dx¯i
dt
=
∑
j
εµj(a)−ai k¯jSijx¯αj , (4)
where
µj(a) = γj + 〈a, αj〉, (5)
and 〈, 〉 stands for the dot product.
The r.h.s. of each equation in (4) is a sum of multivariate monomials in
the concentrations. The orders µj indicate how large are these monomials,
in absolute value. A monomial of order µj dominates another monomial of
order µj′ if µj < µj′ .
To set these ideas down let us use a simple chemical network example,
the Michaelis-Menten kinetics:
S + E
k1

k−1
ES
k2→ P + E,
where S,ES,E, P represent the substrate, the enzyme-substrate complex,
the enzyme and the product, respectively.
After using the two conservation laws E+ES = e0 and S+ES+P = s0,
we find
x˙1 = −k1x1(e0 − x2) + k−1x2,
x˙2 = k1x1(e0 − x2)− (k−1 + k2)x2. (6)
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where x1, x2 are the concentrations of S and ES respectively.
Orders of variables and parameters are as follows xi = x¯i
ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2,
k1 = k¯1
γ1 , k−1 = k¯−1γ−1 , e0 = e¯0γe .
The tropical equilibration problem consists in the equality of the orders of
at least two monomials one positive and another negative in the differential
equations of each species. This condition allows us to compute the concen-
tration orders defined by (3). More precisely, we want to find a vector a such
that
min
j,Sij>0
(γj + 〈a, αj〉) = min
j,Sij<0
(γj + 〈a, αj〉) (7)
The equation(7) is related to the notion of tropical hypersurface. A tropical
hypersurface is the set of vectors a ∈ Rn such that the minimun minj,Sij 6=0(γj+
〈a, αj〉) is attained for at least two different indices j (with no sign condi-
tions). Tropical prevarieties are finite intersections of tropical hypersurfaces.
Therefore, our tropical equilibrations are subsets of tropical prevarieties [16].
The sign condition in (7) was imposed because species concentrations are
real positive numbers. Compensation of a sum of positive monomials is not
possible for real values of the variables.
The system (7) can be seen as a system of equations in min-plus algebra
(also known as tropical semiring), where multiplication ⊗ is the real num-
bers addition x ⊗ y = x + y and the addition ⊕ is the minimum operation
x ⊕ y = min(x, y). In order to find the solutions of such system we can
explore combinatorially trees of solutions resulting from various choices of
minimal terms and write down inequations for each situation. Because a set
of inequations define a polyhedron, the set of tropical equilibration solutions
forms a polyhedron in Rn. As a matter of fact, computing tropical equilibra-
tions from the orders of magnitude of the model parameters is a NP-complete
problem [36] and brute force calculation by exploration of combinatorics has
exponential complexity. However, methods based on the Newton polytope
[31] or constraint logic programming [35] exploit the sparseness and redun-
dancy of the system and reduce the combinatorics and the time to compute
tropical solutions.
The tropical equilibration equations for the Michaelis-Menten example
are obtained by equating minimal orders of positive monomials with minimal
orders of negative monomials in (6):
γ1 + γe + a1 = min(γ1 + a1, γ−1) + a2, (8)
γ1 + γe + a1 = min(γ1 + a1,min(γ−1, γ2)) + a2. (9)
Species timescales. The timescale of a variable xi is given by
1
xi
dxi
dt
= 1
x¯i
dx¯i
dt
whose order is
νi = min{µj|Sij 6= 0} − ai. (10)
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The order νi indicates how fast is the variable xi (if νi′ < νi then xi′ is faster
than xi) .
Partial tropical equilibrations. It is useful to extend the tropical equili-
bration problem to partial equilibrations, that means solving (7) only for a
subset of species. This is justified by the fact that slow species do not need
to be equilibrated. In order to have a self-consistent calculation we compute
the species timescales by (10). A partial equilibration is consistent if νi < ν
for all non-equilibrated species i. ν > 0 is an arbitrarily chosen threshold
indicating the timescale of interest.
Tropical equilibrations, slow invariant manifolds and metastable dynamic
regimes. In dissipative systems, fast variables relax rapidly to some low di-
mensional attractive manifold called invariant manifold [9] that carries the
slow mode dynamics. A projection of dynamic equations onto this manifold
provides the reduced dynamics [15]. This simple picture can be complexified
to cope with hierarchies of invariant manifolds and with phenomena such
as transverse instability, excitability and itineracy. Firstly, the relaxation
towards an attractor can have several stages, each with its own invariant
manifold. During relaxation towards the attractor, invariant manifolds are
usually embedded one into another (there is a decrease of dimensionality) [3].
Secondly, invariant manifolds can lose local stability, which allow the trajec-
tories to perform large phase space excursions before returning in a different
place on the same invariant manifold or on a different one [10]. We showed
elsewhere that tropical equilibrations can be used to approximate invariant
manifolds for systems of polynomial differential equations [20, 21, 26]. In-
deed, tropical equilibration are defined by the cancelling out of dominant
forces acting on the system. The remaining weak non-compensated forces
ensure the slow dynamics on the invariant manifold. Tropical equilibrations
are thus different from steady states, in that there is a slow dynamics. In
this paper we will use them as proxies for metastable dynamic regimes.
More precisely, let us assume that species timescales (defined by Eq.(10))
satisfy the relation ν1 ≤ ν2 ≤ . . . ≤ νn and that not all the timescales are
the same, i.e. there is m < n such that νm+1 − νm > 0. Then, two groups of
variables have separated timescales. The variables Xr = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) are
fast (change significantly on timescales of order of magnitude ε−νm or shorter.
The remaining variables Xs = (xm+1, xm+2, . . . , xn) are much slower (have
little variation on timescales of order of magnitude ε−νm). The metastable
regime means that fast variables have reached quasi-steady state values on a
low dimensional hypersurface of the phase space.
Branches of tropical equilibrations and connectivity graph. For each equa-
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tion i, let us define
Mi(a) = argmin
j
(µj(a), Sij > 0) = argmin
j
(µj(a), Sij < 0), (11)
in other words Mi denotes the set of monomials having the same minimal
order µi. We call tropically truncated system the system obtained by pruning
the system (4), i.e. by keeping only the dominating monomials.
dx¯i
dt
= εµi−ai(
∑
j∈Mi(a)
k¯jνjix¯
αj), (12)
The tropical truncated system is uniquely determined by the index sets
Mi(a), therefore by the tropical equilibration a. Reciprocally, two tropical
equilibrations can have the same index sets Mi(a) and truncated systems.
We say that two tropical equilibrations a1, a2 are equivalent iff Mi(a1) =
Mi(a2), for all i. Equivalence classes of tropical equilibrations are called
branches. A branch B with an index set Mi is minimal if M
′
i ⊂ Mi for
all i where M ′i is the index set B
′ implies B′ = B or B′ = ∅. Closures of
equilibration branches are defined by a finite set of linear inequalities, which
means that they are polyhedral complexes. Minimal branches correspond to
maximal dimension faces of the polyhedral complex. The incidence relations
between the maximal dimension faces (n − 1 dimensional faces, where n is
the number of variables) of the polyhedral complex define the connectivity
graph. More precisely, minimal branches are the vertices of this graph. Two
minimal branches are connected if the corresponding faces of the polyhedral
complex share a n− 2 dimensional face. In terms of index sets, two minimal
branches with index sets M and M ′ are connected if there is an index set
M ′′ such that M ′i ⊂M ′′i and Mi ⊂M ′′i for all i.
Returning to the Michaelis-Menten example let us analyse the quasi-
equilibrium situation [17, 32, 33, 7, 8] when the reaction constant k−1 is
much faster than the reaction constant k2. In terms of orders, this condition
reads γ−1 < γ2. In this case, the two tropical equilibration equations (8),
(9) are identical, because min(γ−1, γ2) = γ−1. Let γm = γ−1 − γ1 denote the
order of the parameter Km = k−1/k1. There are two branches of solutions of
(8), namely a2 = γe, a1 ≤ γm and a2 = a1 +γe−γm, a1 ≥ γm corresponding to
min(γ1+a1, γ−1) = γ1+a1 and to min(γ1+a1, γ−1) = γ−1, respectively. Using
the relation between orders and concentrations we identify the first branch
of solutions with the saturation regime x2 ≈ e0 (the free enzyme is negligi-
ble) and x1 >> Km (the substrate has large concentration) and the second
branch with the linear regime x2 << e0 (the concentration of the attached
enzyme is negligible) and x1 << Km (the substrate has low concentration).
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The fast truncated system (obtained after removing all dominated mono-
mials from (6)) reads
x˙1 = −k1x1e0 + k−1x2,
x˙2 = k1x1e0 − k−1x2, (13)
for the linear regime branch and
x˙1 = −k1x1(e0 − x2),
x˙2 = k1x1(e0 − x2), (14)
for the saturated regime branch.
3 Benchmarking on Biomodels database
3.1 Data source
For benchmarking, we selected 34 models from the r25 version of Biomodels
database [12] with polynomial vector field.
3.2 Computation of minimal branches
The model files are parsed and the polynomial vector fields are extracted.
Thereafter, the conservation laws (that are the sum of the variables whose
total concentration is invariant) are computed. The vector field along with
the conservation laws are the input to the tropical geometry based algorithm
in [29] to compute the minimal branches. It should be noted here that due
to the conservation laws the number of equations may exceed the number of
chemical species.
According to the Eq.(7) and to the geometric interpretation of tropical
equilibrations from Sect.2 the tropical solutions are either isolated points or
bounded or unbounded polyhedra. Changing the parameter ε is just a way to
approximate the position of these points and polyhedra by lattices or in other
words by integer coefficients vectors. Finding the value of ε that provides the
best approximation is a complicated problem in Diophantine approximation.
For that reason, we preferred an experimental approach consisting in choosing
several values of ε and checking the robustness of the results.
A summary of the analysis is presented in Table 1 with four different
choices for ε values (we wanted to have orders of magnitude close to decimal
ones and to avoid commensurability between different values of ε; the choice
1/5, 1/7, 1/9, 1/23 seemed good enough for this purpose). In addition, in Fig.
9
2 we plot the number of minimal branches versus the number of equations in
the model. As can be noticed, this number is much lower than the number
of states of a boolean network with the same number of variables, which
illustrates the advantage of our coarse graining with respect to boolean or
multi-value networks.
Table 1: Summary of analysis on Biomodels database. The benchmarked models
have a number of variables from 3 to 41. Model BIOMD0000000289 has tropical
branches at ε values 1/5, 1/7, 1/9 but none at 1/23. Model BIOMD0000000108
has no branches at all values of ε considered for benchmarking.
ε
value
Total
models
con-
sidered
Models
without
tropical
branches
Models
with
tropical
branches
Average
running
time (in
secs)
Average
num-
ber of
minimal
branches
1/5 34 1 33 299.24 3.24
1/7 34 1 33 243.69 3
1/9 34 1 33 309.39 3.75
1/23 34 2 32 3178.21 3.84
4 Learning a finite state machine from a non-
linear biochemical network
In order to coarse grain the continuous model onto a finite-state automaton,
we first need a way to map the phase space of the continuous model to a
finite set of branches. First, we compute the branches of tropical solutions
as subsets of the euclidian space Rn where n is the number of variables. We
are using the algorithm based on constraint solving introduced in [35] to ob-
tain all rational tropical equilibration solutions a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) within
a box |ai| < b, b > 0 and with denominators smaller than a fixed value d,
ai = pi/q, pi, q are positive integers, q < d. The output of the algorithm is a
matrix containing all the tropical equilibrations within the defined bounds. A
post-processing treatment is applied to this output consisting in computing
truncated systems, index sets, and minimal branches. Tropical equilibra-
tions minimal branches are stored as matrices A1, A2, . . . , Ab, whose lines are
tropical solutions within the same branch. Here b is the number of minimal
branches.
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Figure 2: Semi-log plot of the minimal branches versus the number of equations
in the models from Biomodels for ε = 1/5. Comparison with a binary network
number of states 2n suggests sub-exponential scaling.
Our method computes numerical approximations of the tropical prevari-
ety. Given a value of , this approximation is better when the denominator
bound d is high. At fixed d, the dependence of the precision on  follows
more intricate rules dictated by Diophantine approximations. For this rea-
son, we systematically test that the number b and the truncated systems
corresponding to minimal branches are robust when changing the value of .
Trajectories x(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xn(t)) of the smooth dynamical system are
generated with different initial conditions, chosen uniformly and satisfying
the conservation laws, if any. For each time t, we compute the Euclidian
distance di(t) = miny∈Ai ‖y − logε(x(t))‖ , where ‖∗‖ denotes the Euclidean
norm and logε(x) = (log x1/ log(ε), . . . , log xn/ log(ε)). This distance classi-
fies all points of the trajectory as belonging to a tropical minimal branch.
The result is a symbolic trajectory s1, s2, . . . where the symbols si belong to
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the set of minimal branches. In order to include the possibility of transition
regions we include an unique symbol t to represent the situations when the
minimal distance is larger than a fixed threshold. We also store the residence
times τ1, τ2, . . . that represent the time spent in each of the state.
The stochastic automaton is learned as a homogenous, finite states, con-
tinuous time Markov process, defined by the lifetime (mean sojourn time) of
each state Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ b and by the transition probabilities pi,j from a state i
to another state j. We use the following estimators for the lifetimes and for
the transition probabilities:
Ti = (
∑
n
τn1sn=i)/(
∑
n
1sn=i) (15)
pi,j = (
∑
n
1sn=i,sn+1=j)/(
∑
n
1sn=i), i 6= j (16)
5 Application to TGF-β signalling
As a case study we consider a nonlinear model of dynamic regulation of Trans-
forming Growth Factor beta TGF-β signalling pathway that we have recently
described in [1]. TGF-β signalling occurs through association with a het-
eromeric complex of two types of transmembrane serine/threonine kinases,
the type I (TGFBR1) and type II (TGFBR2) receptors. TGF-β binding
to TGFBR2 induces recruitment and phosphorylation of TGFBR1, which
in turn transmits the signal through phosphorylation of Smad2 transcrip-
tion factor. Once phosphorylated, the Smad2 hetero-dimerizes with Smad4
and the complexes then migrate to the nucleus, where they regulate the
transcription of TGF-β-target genes. In that context, the Transcriptional
Intermediary Factor 1, TIF1-γ have been shown to function either as a tran-
scriptional repressor or as an alternative transcription factor that promote
TGF-β signaling. The apparent controversial effect of TIF1-γ on regulation
of the Smad-dependent TGF-β signalling was solved by a model integrating a
ternary complex associating TIF1-γ with Smad2 and Smad4 complexes. This
model has a dynamics defined by n = 18 polynomial differential equations
and 25 biochemical reactions. The computation of the tropical equilibrations
for this model shows that there are 9 minimal branches of full equilibrations
(in these tropical solutions all variables are equilibrated). The connectivity
graph of these branches and the learned finite-state automaton are shown in
Figure 3.
The transition probabilities of the automaton are coarse grained proper-
ties of the statistical ensemble of trajectories for different initial conditions.
Given a state and a minimal branch close to it, it will depend on the actual
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trajectory to which other branch the system will be close to next. How-
ever, when initial data and the full trajectory are not known, the automaton
will provide estimates of where we go next and with which probability. For
the example studied and for nominal parameter values, the branch B1 is a
globally attractive sink: starting from anywhere, the automaton will reach
B1 with probability one. This branch contains the unique stable steady
state of the initial model. This calculation illustrates the basic properties
of minimal branches of equilibrations. Trajectories of the dynamical system
can be decomposed into segments that remain close to minimal branches.
Furthermore, all the observed transitions between branches are contained in
the connectivity graph resulting from the polyhedral complex of the tropi-
cal equilibration branches. The connectivity graph can be thus used to con-
strain the possible transitions. A change of parameter values can have several
consequences: change the connectivity graph, change of the probabilities of
transitions and change of the attractor position.
In order to understand the significance of the minimal branches and their
relation with dynamic and physiologic properties of the network we have per-
formed an analytic study of the tropical equilibration solutions. We show in
the following that the most important cause of the multiplicity of branches
is the dynamics of the TGFBR1 and TGFBR2 receptors whose internaliza-
tion and trafficking regulates TGF-β signalling [13]. These two receptors
belong to a ligand-receptor module of 6 variables and 12 reactions that is
decoupled from the rest of the network. More precisely, the ligand-receptor
module activates the SMAD transcription factors but receives no feed-back
(see Figure 4) and can be studied independently from the rest of the vari-
ables. This module has been used with little variation in many models of
TGF-β signalling [38, 40, 4].
We show in the appendix 2 that the tropical equilibration of the ligand-
receptor module form a two dimensional polyhedron conveniently parametrized
by the concentration orders a12 and a13 of the receptors TGFBR1 and TGFBR2
respectively. The branches can be calculated analytically (Eqs.(24),(28)).
For the nominal values of the model parameters one of these branches is
empty and the three remaining branches correspond to B1, B2 and B3. The
two other triplets of branches (B4, B5, B6) and (B7, B8, B9) correspond to the
same mutual relations of variables in the ligand-receptor module. They are
distinguished by the values of the remaining variables (the transcription fac-
tors module). Our computation of the automaton showed that the branches
Bi, i ∈ [4, 9] are practically inaccessible from states in branches Bi, i ∈ [1, 3],
therefore we will not discuss them here.
We have used symbolic computation to determine the steady states of
the ligand-receptor module. This module has an unique steady state corre-
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sponding to concentrations orders that can be placed inside the polyhedron
of tropical solutions using the Eq.(3). The minimal branch containing the
steady state is a sink of the coarse grained dynamics. The polyhedron of
tropical solutions, its decomposition into minimal branches, and the position
of the steady states inside it, depend on model parameters. Among model
parameters two are important: k18 and k19 representing the production rate
of the protein receptors TGFBR1 and TGFBR2, respectively. Consequently,
these two parameters are correlated to gene expression and account for pos-
sible variability in mRNA levels of the two types of receptors. Figure 5 shows
the tropical equilibration branches of the ligand-receptor modules for various
parameters k19 corresponding to various TGFBR2 expression levels. For the
nominal parameters used in the model, the branch B1 is an attractor (the
coarse-grained dynamics shows that the probability to leave this state is neg-
ligible), and the branches B2 and B3 are only metastable. This means that
starting in the branch B2 or B3 the receptor module will reach the branch
B1 after a certain time and will remain there. However, over-expression of
TGFBR2 modelled by changing the parameter k19 and illustrated in the Fig-
ure 5a-c can tilt the balance in favor of large concentrations of receptor of
type 2 corresponding to branches B2, B3 of tropical solutions in the model.
Interestingly, this change occurs by a displacement of the position of the
steady state from B1 to B2 and B3 and not by a change of the concentra-
tion values allowed for these branches.
While Vilar et al [38] have speculated that the ligand-receptor module
is responsible for the versatility of the response of the TGF-β pathway, no
experimental evidence support this hypothesis. Here, we now demonstrate
that there are correlations between dynamical specificity characterized by
membership to a particular branch of equilibration and cell phenotype. We
illustrate such a comparison for the NCI-60 panel of cancer cell lines, a well
established tool for tumour comparison and drug screening provided by the
National Cancer Institute. Based on microarray analysis, these cell lines
were found to cluster into two classes: epithelium-like (non-aggressive) and
mesenchymal-like (aggressive) cell lines [27].
Using the global proteome analysis of this NCI-60 panel [5] we extracted
the protein expression levels of TGFBR1 and TGFBR2 and showed that
mesenchymal-like (aggressive) cell lines can be distinguished from epithelial-
like (non-aggressive) cell lines by the increased level of TGFBR2 (Fig 5d.
The proteome data was compared to membership to tropical branches.
According to Eq.(3) there is a linear relation between opposite concentration
orders −ai and logarithms of concentrations, −ai ≈ b log(xi), i = 1, . . . , n
(b = −1/ log(ε) > 0). We used opposite concentration orders −ai instead of
ai because they change in the same direction as the concentrations (small op-
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posite orders mean small concentrations and large opposite orders mean large
concentrations). Therefore, in Fig 5a-c the relation TGFBR1 = TGFBR2 is
verified on the bissector of the first quadrant, whereas TGFBR2 > TGFBR1
and TGFBR2 < TGFBR1 are valid above and below the bissector, respec-
tively. When compared the proteome results with the membership to a par-
ticular branch of equilibration, we found that the distribution of concentra-
tion orders in branches place non-aggressive cancer cell lines in a range cov-
ered by branch 1, whereas the aggressive cancer cell lines are placed in a range
covered by branches 2 and 3 (Fig 5d. Indeed, the ratio TGFBR2/TGFBR1
is small for the branch B1 and in non-aggressive cancer cell lines, and is much
larger for B2, B3 and in aggressive cell lines.
Furthermore, we validated the association of up-regulation of TGFBR2
with mesenchymal-like appearance in an independent dataset of 51 breast
cancer cell lines [19]. As we have recently described [28], comparative analy-
ses between Basal B cell lines with mesenchymal-like phenotype and Basal A
and Luminal cell lines with epithelial morphology permitted to identify more
than 600 differentially expressed genes that include TGFBR2. Gene expres-
sion data were now extracted for TGFBR1 and TGFBR2 and we showed
that TGFBR2 gene expression is significantly induced in mesenchymal-like
cell lines while TGFBR1 did not vary (Supplementary Figure 1). In ac-
cordance with our observation, Parker et al. [23] have previously reported
the association of low TGFBR2 expression with a lower aggressive tumour
phenotype.
In the present work, our tropical approach has identified TGFBR2 con-
centration as a discriminant parameter for defining metastable regimes. The
importance of such up-regulation of TGFBR2 in aggressive cancer cell lines
might be related to its implication in Smad-independent signaling that in-
cludes PI3K-Akt, JNK, p38MAPK and Rho-like GTPases and which highly
contribute to epithelial-mesenchymal transition [39, 18].
Together these observations suggest that metastable regimes defined by
branches of minimal tropical equilibrations are associated with cell pheno-
types. The idea of associating tropical minimal branches with clinical phe-
notype is similar to the idea of cancer attractors [11] where the idea is that
cancer cells are trapped in some abnormal attractors.
6 Conclusion
We have presented a method to coarse grain the dynamics of a smooth bio-
chemical reaction network to a discrete symbolic dynamics of a finite state
automaton. The coarse graining was obtained using a tropical geometry
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approach to compute the states. These states correspond to metastable dy-
namic regimes and to relatively slow segments of the system trajectories.
The coarse grained model can be used for studying statistical properties of
biochemical networks such as occurrence and stability of temporal patterns,
recurrence, periodicity and attainability problems.
Further improvement and evolution is possible for this approach. First,
the coarse graining can be performed in a hierarchical way. For the nonlinear
example studied in the paper we computed only the full tropical equilibra-
tions that stand for the lowest order in the hierarchy (coarsest model). As
discussed in Section 3 we can also consider partial equilibrations when slow
variables are not equilibrated and thus refine the automaton. Generally, there
are more partial equilibrations than total equilibrations and learning an au-
tomaton on the augmented state set will produce refinements. Second, and
most importantly, the dynamics within a branch could be also described. As
shown elsewhere, reductions of the systems of ordinary equations are valid
locally close to tropical equilibrations [20, 21, 26, 30]. Furthermore, the
same reduction is valid for all the equilibrations in a branch. This suggests
that a hybrid approach, combining reduced ODE dynamics within branch
with discrete transitions between branches is feasible. The transitions can be
autonomously and deterministically commanded by crossing the boundaries
between branches that are perfectly determined by our approach.
The most important result of this paper is the extension of the notion of
attractor to metastable regimes of chemical reaction networks and the propo-
sition of a practical recipe to compute metastability. Metastable regimes
correspond to low-dimensional hypersurfaces of the phase space, along which
the dynamics is relatively slower. Most likely, metastable regimes have bi-
ological importance because the network spends most of its time in these
states. The itinerancy of the network, described as the possibility of transi-
tions from one metastable regime to another is paramount to the way neural
networks compute, retrieve and use information [37] and can have similar
role in biochemical networks. Our approach based on tropical geometry pro-
vides an algorithmic method to test these ideas further. The extension of this
approach i.e. making use of statistical methods to compute the association
of the tropical minimal branches with clinical phenotypes based on “-omics”
data remains a topic of future research.
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Appendix 1: Description of the TGFb model used in this paper.
The model is described by the following system of differential equations
dx1
dt
= k2x2 − k1x1 − k16x1x11
dx2
dt
= k1x1 − k2x2 + k17k34x6
dx3
dt
= k3x4 − k3x3 + k7x7 + k33k37x18 − k6x3x5
dx4
dt
= k3x3 − k3x4 + k9x8 − k8x4x6
dx5
dt
= k5x6 − k4x5 + k7x7 + 2k11x9 − 2k10x25 − k6x3x5 + k16x1x11
dx6
dt
= k4x5 − k5x6 + k9x8 + 2k13x10 − 2k12x26 − k17k34x6 + k31k36x8 − k8x4x6
dx7
dt
= k6x3x5 − x7(k7 + k14)
dx8
dt
= k14x7 − k9x8 − k31k36x8 + k8x4x6
dx9
dt
= k10x
2
5 − x9(k11 + k15)
dx10
dt
= k15x9 − k13x10 + k12x26
dx11
dt
= k23x14 − k30x11
dx12
dt
= k18 − x12(k20 + k26) + k30x11 + k27x15 − k22k35x12x13
dx13
dt
= k19 − x13(k21 + k28) + k30x11 + k29x16 − k22k35x12x13
dx14
dt
= k22k35x12x13 − x14(k23 + k24 + k25)
dx15
dt
= k26x12 − k27x15
dx16
dt
= k28x13 − k29x16
dx17
dt
= k31k36x8 − k32x17
dx18
dt
= k32x17 − k33k37x18 (17)
These variables are as follows:
• Receptors on plasma membrane: x12 = RI (receptor 1), x13 = RII
22
(receptor 2), x14 = LR (ligand-receptor complex).
• Receptors in the endosome: x11 = LRe, x15 = RIe, x16 = RIIe.
• Transcription factors and complexes in cytosol: x1 = S2c, x3 = S4c,
x5 = pS2c, x7 = pS24c, x9 = pS22c, x18 = S4ubc.
• Transcription factors and complexes in the nucleus: x2 = S2n, x4 =
S4n, x6 = pS2n, x8 = pS24n, x10 = pS22n, x17 = S4ubn.
Appendix 2: Calculation of tropical equilibration branches for the
TGFb model used in this paper. Tropical equilibration solutions for the
variables x11,x12, x13, x14, x15, x16 can be computed independently from the
rest of the variables. The ordinary differential equations for these variables
form a subsystem that is decoupled (receives no feed-back) from the rest of
the equations.
We can reduce the system of 6 tropical equations to a simplified system
of 3 tropical equations using the following two general properties.
Property 6.1 (binomial species) Y is a binomial species if the ordinary
differential equation defining its rate of variation contains only one positive
monomial term and only one negative monomial term
dY
dt
= M1(X)Y
n1 −M2(X)Y n2 ,
where X denotes the other variables. We further assume that n1 < n2. Then,
the species Y can be eliminated and the resulting simplified tropical system has
the same tropical equilibration solutions as the full system. The simplification
is performed by eliminating the equation for Y and replacing everywhere Y
by (M1/M2)
1/(n2−n1).
The proof follows from the fact that the tropical equation for the order a
of Y is linear in a (there is no min operation) and therefore it has the unique
solution a = 1
(n2−n1)(µ1 − µ2).
Property 6.2 (dominated first order reactions) If a species Y is con-
sumed by several first order reactions of kinetic constants k1, k2, . . . , kr and if
γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ . . . ≤ γp < γp+1 ≤ γp+2 ≤ . . . ≤ γr, then the reactions kp+1, . . . , kr
can be eliminated and the resulting simplified tropical system has the same
tropical equilibration solutions as the full system.
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The proof follows from the following obvious property of the min opera-
tion min(γ1, . . . , γp, . . . , γr) = min(γ1, . . . , γp).
Using γ26 < γ20, γ28 < γ21 (a condition satisfied by the nominal model
parameters and meaning that internalization is more rapid than degradation
for both receptors 1 and 2) and the Properties 6.1,6.2 we can justify the
reduction illustrated in Figure 4. Because the reduced model has the same
tropical solutions as the full, larger model, it is enough to solve the tropical
equilibration problem for the reduced model. This reads
min(γ18, a14 + γ23, a12 + γ26) = min(a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35, a12 + γ26)(18)
min(γ19, a14 + γ23, a13 + γ28) = min(a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35, γ28 + a13)(19)
min(γ24, γ25, γ23) + a14 = a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35 (20)
Suppose now that the following condition is true
min(γ24, γ25, γ23) = γ23. (21)
This condition is satisfied by the nominal parameters and, like the previous
condition, means that receptors have relatively large life-times. Then from
(20) we got a14 = a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35 − γ23 and the equations (18),(19)
become
min(γ18, a14 + γ23, a12 + γ26) = min(a14 + γ23, a12 + γ26) (22)
min(γ19, a14 + γ23, a13 + γ28) = min(a14 + γ23, a13 + γ28) (23)
The solutions of (22), (23) can be easily found and form the following poly-
hedron
({a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35 ≤ γ18} ∪ {γ26 + a12 ≤ γ18}) ∩
({a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35 ≤ γ19} ∪ {γ28 + a13 ≤ γ19}),
a14 = a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35 − γ23. (24)
The orders of the remaining variables can be found as indicated in Prop.6.1:
a15 = a12 + γ26 − γ27, (25)
a16 = a13 + γ28 − γ29, (26)
a11 = a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35 − γ30. (27)
The polyhedron of tropical solutions defined by Eq.(24) can be partitioned
into minimal branches (also polyhedra). This can be done by checking which
term is dominant in the ordinary differential equations for the variables x12,
24
x13 and x14 (see Eqs.(17)). The result is that there are at most four minimal
branches defined by one of the conditions
{a12 + γ26 < a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35} ∩ {a13 + γ28 < a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35}
{a12 + γ26 < a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35} ∩ {a13 + γ28 > a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35}
{a12 + γ26 > a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35} ∩ {a13 + γ28 < a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35}
{a12 + γ26 > a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35} ∩ {a13 + γ28 > a12 + a13 + γ22 + γ35}(28)
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Figure 3: TGFβ model. a) Connectivity graph of tropical minimal branches;
b) finite state automaton; c) a single trajectory of the system (starting from
initial data chosen randomly close to the branch B3) is represented by plot-
ting the concentration of different species vs. time (upper sub-figure); the dis-
tances to different branches of solutions vs. time (lower sub-figure) shows that
the sequence of branches for this trajectory is B3, B2, B1 (all points of the
trajectory are close to one of these three branches and significantly more dis-
tant to the other branches). d) The different branches of solutions are defined
by allowed concentrations of different variables, represented here by orders of
magnitudes ai; the opposite concentration orders −ai are proportional to the
logarithms of concentrations −ai ∼ log(xi). The most used branches are B1,
B2, B3 are shown in projection onto sets of three variables. The variables
RI, RII, LR are plasma membrane receptors and ligand-receptor complex
(signaling input layers), whereas pS2n, S4n, pS24n are nuclear transcription
factors and complexes (effectors). The structure of tropical branches shows
that composition of input layers is more flexible (varies on planar domains
that are disjoint for different branches) than the concentrations of effectors
(vary on linear intervals that overlap for different branches).
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Figure 4: Graphic representation of the ligand-receptor module of the TGF-β
full model. A reduced model was found (see Appendix 2) that has the same
tropical solutions as the full model and is used to simplify the calculation of
the branches of tropical equilibrations. The different variables mean: x12 : RI
(TGBR1), x13 : RII (TGFBR2), x14 : LR (ligand-receptor complex), x15 :
RIe (TGFBR1 in endosome), x16 : RIIe (TGFBR2 in endosome), x11 : LRe
(LR in endosome).
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5: Tropical equilibrations of the ligand-receptor modules for various
values of TGFBR2 (R2) gene expression are represented in projection in the
plane (aR1, aR2) (a point in this plane provides the orders of concentrations
of the protein receptors) (a,b, and c) and comparison with proteomics data
from [5] (d). Branches of tropical equilibrations are calculated for a) nominal
value k19 (TGFBR2 expression) (this is the same as Fig.4d in projection
onto the plane (aR1, aR2)), b) ×2 TGFBR2 overexpression , and c) ×10
TGFBR2 overexpression. The circle represents the position of the stable
steady state and the branch containing is an attractor of the finite-state
automaton. d) Proteomic data from NCI-60 cancer cell lines. Aggressive
lines cover concentration domains corresponding to branches 3 and 2, whereas
non-aggressive lines correspond to low expression of TGFBR2 in branch 1.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Gene 
expression levels for TGFBR2 
and TGFBR1 in breast cancer 
cell lines from Neve et al. 2006
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